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Only syntactic movement will do: Morphosyntactic variation in Galician and Icelandic 
Goal: In this investigation, I compare two syntactic clitic variations, determiner clitics in 
Galician and the nominative subject pronoun du in Icelandic, and show that they may only 
surface due to movement in the narrow syntax. Furthermore, I provide evidence that shows both 
clitic phenomena adhere to the same derivational constraints and may not be accounted for post-
syntactically: a) both must be string adjacent to the verb cluster; b) both must be in the same 
phase as the verb; & c) both may only cliticize to certain functional elements. 
Data: For Icelandic, 2nd- and 3rd-person singular pronouns (þú ‘you’; hann ‘he’ & hún ‘she’) 
show phonologically reduced forms (du/u; ‘ann & ún); however, only du, what Sigurðsson & 
Wood (2019) (henceforth S&W) refer to as a syntactic clitic, shows syntactic constraints, whilst 
‘ann and ún are simple phonological reductions that may arise in any syntactic situation. The 
variant du, therefore, may only cliticize onto a finite or imperative verb (1), (cf. ‘ann and ún (2)). 
 (1) a.  Sem-du  ljóð fyrir kærustuna   þína ‘Write a poem for your sweetheart.’ 
  compose-you poem for  the.sweetheart your 
 b. Lagið  sem-þú/*sem-du söngst fyrir kærustuna  þína er mjög fallegt 
  the.song COMP-you  sang for  the.sweetheart your is very beautiful 
  ‘The song that you sang for your sweetheart is really beautiful.’ 
(2) a. Lagið  sem’ún  söngst fyrir kærustuna  sinn er mjög fallegt 
  the.song COMP-she sang for  the.sweetheart her  is very beautiful 
 b. Ég hélt   að’ann   væri farinn.  ‘I thought that he was gone.’ 
  I thought COMP-he  was gone 
Dative-nominative constructions best show the locality constraints of du: It arises with 
symmetric verbs (henta ‘suit’), which permit either the dative or nominative argument to precede 
the other (3a), but not with asymmetric verbs (líka ‘like’), which do not permit the nominative 
argument to precede the dative (3b). This is explained subsequently in terms of locality. 
(3) a. Ef  þú  ert eldri en  30 ára,  þá  hentar-du  okkur ekki. 
  if you are older than 30 years then suit-youNOM usDAT not 
  ‘If you are older than 30, then you do not suit us.’ 
 b. *Ef  þessum yfirmanni líkar-du,  þá  ræður hann þig 
  if  thisDAT  bossDAT likes-youNOM then hires he  you 
  ‘If this boss likes you, then he will hire you.’ 
For Galician, 3rd person accusative clitics and definite determiners share not one but two 
paradigms referred to as ‘first forms’ (o, os, a, as) and suppletive ‘second forms’ (lo, los, la, las). 
In both accusative clitics (4) and determiner clitics (5), the second form is triggered and cliticizes 
onto a verbal host whose inflection ends in –s or –r or a plural dative clitic (nos, vos, lles) 
(Freixeiro 2006). They may not, however, cliticize onto any preceding word (adverbs, 
conjunctions, other nouns, etc.) (6a) or verbs with which it shares no Case or φ-set (6b). 
(4) a. *Comemos  o    à Comémo-lo     ‘We eat it’ 
  eat.1PL  CLMASC.SG  eat.1PL- CLMASC.SG 
 b.  *Fíxo-lles     o   à Fíxo-lle-lo     ‘She did it for them’ 
  make.3SG-CLDAT.PL CLMASC.SG make.3SG-CLDAT.PL-CLMASC.SG 
(5) a. Xantades  as    vieiras à  Xantáde-las   vieiras   ‘You eat the scallops’ 
  eat.2PL CLFEM.PL scallops eat.2PL-CLFEM.PL scallops 
 b. Obedéce-lles    a    nena àObedéce-lle-la     nena  
  obey.3SG-CLDAT.3PL CLFEM.SG girl  obey.3SG-CLDAT.3PL-CLFEM.SG girl 
  ‘The girl obeys them’ 



(6) a. Non me   peta  moito, mais a/*mai-la angueira  paga  ben 
       NEG CLDAT.1SG hit.3SG much but  CLFEM.SG job   pay.3SG  well 
  ‘I don’t like it, but the gig pays well.’ 
 b. Fixemos  cantar  os/*canta-los dous a Xabier    ‘Us two made Xabier sing.’ 
       do.1PL   sing.INF CL.MASC.PL  two to Xabier 
Theory: Using the symmetric/asymmetric verb examples in (3), S&W claim the following: 
Following McGinnis’ (2008) observations that Appl is a phase head and Den Dikken’s (2007) 
that movement of Appl to v extends the phase, du in (3a) is shifted to [Spec, vP] (5a) and 
cliticizes to the symmetric verb high in the structure; however, the inability of du to cliticize onto 
the asymmetric verb in (3b) is due to it being the complement of said phase head (5b), requiring 
du to be not only in the same clause but the same phase as the verb.  
(5) a. [VoiceP [Voice [vP DPNOMi [v Applj-v |TRANSFER| [ApplP DPDAT [Appl (tj) [(ti) ]]]]]] 
 b. [VoiceP [Voice [vP [v [ApplP DPDAT [Appl |TRANSFER| [DPNOM ]]]]]] 
Galician determiner clitics show the same phasal requirements. Following Raposo & Uriagereka 
(2005) that clitics in Galician move to an ‘active’ left-peripheral head f and Fernández-Rubiera 
(2013) that f is a phase head, I claim determiner clitics must raise to f to meet locality constraints 
for cliticization. Author (2019) showed this by the ungrammaticality that arises when 
determiners cliticize to [V+CLACC], the result of a Distinctness violation (Richards 2010) of Case 
(6a). When determiners do not raise but remain in the DP they head, no violation arises (6b). 
(6a) a. *[FP [F f [T asustaron[Case: ACC] [Case: NOM] [os[Case: ACC][os[Case: ___] |Transfer| [TP [ t(T) …]]]]] 

 b. [FP [F f [T Asustaron [os]]] |Transfer| [TP t(T) [vP t(os) [vP os golpes…] 
 *Austáron-o-los golpes / Asustáron-os os golpes  ‘The foxes scared them’ 

As mentioned, both phenomena also adhere to specific hosts for their cliticization, what 
Uriagereka (1996) described as structural governors. Gravely & Gupton (in press) defined this in 
minimalist terms as heads in a string-adjacent relationship that c-command the clitic and with 
which the clitic shares Case and/or φ-features. Although there are particularities for each 
phenomenon as to what constitutes a structural governor, work done on cliticization in Galician 
mentioned above shows that the second forms arise neither in accusative nor determiner clitics 
without a strict head-adjacent relationship, which I claim is the same for Icelandic du based on 
the theory proposed by S&W. These authors propose that du moves to a high clitic position 
(ClhP; Wood 2015), which is immediately c-commanded by the verb in Fin, the lowest head in 
an expanded CP (7; cf. 3a). Gupton (2014) claimed that Fin and f are the same projection, which 
would technically put the Icelandic verb cluster and du in distinct phases if f is a phase in 
Icelandic. I claim that both cliticization patterns may be united under the same process and in the 
same projection (Fin/f ), and that du moves as a Dº, just like clitics in Romance (8; cf. 5a). 
(7) [XP þá [FinP [Fin hentar [ClhP [Clh du [TP … ]]]]] 
(8) [FP [F f [T Xantades [asi ]] [TP [ t(T) [vP [DP ti vieiras]…]]]]] 
I have shown the Icelandic and Galician phenomena have clear narrow-syntax constraints which 
cannot be accounted for at PF. This offers further corroboration for the notion of morphological 
effects traditionally thought of as occurring at PF being, in fact, syntactic phenomena (cf. 
Preminger 2014, 2019). I have also offered theoretical evidence that shows these phenomena 
may occur in the same projection, giving thought to cliticization sites cross-linguistically. 
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